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No parade likely this year

NATION

By GORDON DRITSCHILO
STAFF WRITER

The head of the Rutland Recreation and Parks Department says
she does not see how the city can
hold the Halloween parade this
year.
On Friday, Recreation Superintendent Kim Peters said a final
hadn’t been made yet, but
Storm underway decision
it looks overwhelmingly likely the
As Hurricane Isaias bears
city will cancel the annual parade
down on Florida, U.S. astro- for the first time in its 61-year
nauts prepare to make the
history as a consequence of the
first spashdown landing from COVID-19 pandemic.
A4

space in 45 years.

“The conversation has started,”
Peters said. “We are making a final
decision probably next week, but if
I were to be a betting girl, I would
say probably not. ... I’m going to
leave the final decision to the
Board of Aldermen.”
Board President and Acting
Mayor Matt Whitcomb said he was
of the same mind.
“Just based on the typical amount
of people who show up and the
inability to enforce any kind of
social distancing norms, I don’t
know how we’re going to do it,”

he said. “I’m always going to be
open to any way we can somehow
maintain normalcy, but a parade
by nature is hard to do under the
restrictions we’d have to follow.”
Whitcomb said he also is worried
about a resurgence of infections
come autumn.
“We’ve been enjoying this gradual reopening of the state, but that
might all be lost once we hit fall,”
he said.
The parade is the city’s biggest
single event of the year and has
garnered an odd national fame

because of its place in comic book
lore. The original organizer of the
parade was friends with a number
of comic book writers, resulting
in the parade — or references to
it — featuring in numerous superhero stories through the years. It
was most recently referenced with
an Easter egg in the Netflix “Daredevil” series.
Drawing crowds that Police
Chief Brian Kilcullen estimated at
“upwards of 10,000,” Peters said
See Parade, page A5
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VIEW FROM THE ROCKS

Pestiferous bugs
Vegetable gardeners
know hornworms can
make remarkably short
work of decimating prized
edible plants. Here’s how
to catch them early before
they do their worst.
C3

PERSPECTIVE

Lucky man
Weekender cartoonist
Jeff Danziger relates the
true story about how he
was stalked by the Trump
family in their relentless
personal quest for campaign donations.
C5

VT. ARTS
PHOTO BY JON OLENDER

A LaMancha goat seeks the high ground, standing on a rock at the Hogan Farm in Leicester on a brilliant Friday afternoon.

COVID-19

Reimagined
Weston Playhouse will
premiere “One Room,” 14
short one-person plays
that respond to the present moment, at 7:30 p.m.
Aug. 7 on the company’s
YouTube channel.
D1

LOTTERY
 JULY 31, 2020 DRAWS
Midday: 3-5-6 and 3-5-6-5
Evening: 2-5-6 and 9-0-8-9
New York State
0-7-2 LS9 and 7-1-9-2 LS19

CONNECT

By ERIC BLAISDELL
STAFF WRITER

MONTPELIER — Six
inmates who were housed
at a private prison in Mississippi returned to Vermont
and tested positive for
coronavirus.
According to the Department of Corrections, the
inmates were taken from

Tallahatchie County Correctional Facility and arrived at
Marble Valley Regional Correctional Facility in Rutland
on Tuesday.
The department said in a
statement all of the inmates
were immediately tested
and quarantined. A seventh
inmate, who remained at
the private prison, has also

tested positive. State officials said contract tracing is
underway to find out how
the inmates picked up the
virus that causes COVID-19
and to see who else they
may have been in contact
with.
A t G o v. P h i l S c o t t ’s
Friday news conference,
Mike Smith, secretary of

the Agency of Human Services, said the inmates were
transported on a bus and
the bus company has been
notified. There were two
employees from the company on the bus. Rachel
Feldman, a spokesperson
for the Department of Corrections said the inmates
were brought back to

Vermont for programming
and release planning.
Smith said the state has
reduced its prison population from around 1,600
inmates pre-pandemic to
a low of about 1,300. Even
so, the secretary said the
extra space is being used
See Inmates, page A5

Rent’s due
Pain deepens; no new aid
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By RUSS BYNUM
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Another month passes.
The coronavirus pandemic
marches on. And Americans struggling amid the
economic fallout once
again have to worry as their
next rent checks come due
today.
Many left jobless by the
crisis are already behind on
payments. And the arrival
of August brings new anxieties. A supplemental $600
in weekly federal unemployment benefits that helped
many pay their bills is set
to expire as July ends with
Congress bogged down in
disagreement about a new
round of aid.
Also set to end, unless
lawmakers intervene, is a
federal moratorium on evictions that has shielded millions of renters — though
some Americans remain
protected by similar state
and local actions.
The Associated Press
reconnected with renters
first interviewed ahead of
their April payments. Four
months later, some have
returned to work. One
saw her church step in to
cover her rent. Some found
landlords willing to negotiate, while others are still

looking for relief.
Jas Wheeler once hoped
to ride out the pandemic
and return to work at a Vermont bakery. Not anymore.
Wheeler, 30, is immuno-compromised and fears
going back to the bakery
would increase risk of
infection. The former social
worker started working at a
small grocery store that pays
less but allows more room
for social distancing.
Wheeler took the gig in
anticipation of losing the
$600 weekly unemployment
aid. That money ensured
Wheeler and their wife,
Lucy, could afford their
$850 monthly mortgage
payment.
The couple closed on
their house in Vergennes
the same day Wheeler was
laid off in March. Wheeler’s wife kept her jobs,
but money remains tight.
They’ve sold a car and are
growing some food.
“The unemployment
without the enhanced benefit is not enough to live on
at all,” Wheeler said. “We’re
broke.”
Sakai Harrison moved to
New York to try to make it
as a personal trainer and
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On Thursday on the campus of Rutland Regional Medical Center, Dr. Rick Hildebrant, chief
medical information officer, left, and Jody McIntosh, nurse and infection preventionist,
display various face masks.

RRMC asking for masking
By PATRICK MCARDLE
STAFF WRITER

Rutland Regional Medical Center officials already
were planning to urge residents to “Get Behind the
Mask” when Gov. Phil Scott
gave the campaign a push.
Staff members at Rutland Regional were about
to unveil a campaign to
promote the continued use
of face masks and facial coverings, as well as other steps
people can take to slow the
spread of the novel coronavirus disease. While there
had been some indications
See Rent, page A5 that the governor may

issue a “mask mandate,” it
was just a coincidence that
Scott’s order takes effect
this weekend as the Rutland hospital is taking “Get
Behind the Mask” to the
public.
There’s a reason medical
professionals are encouraging people to continue
wearing face masks, said Dr.
Rick Hildebrant, chief medical information officer for
Rutland Regional. He said
Thursday that “masking has
significantly reduced the
transmission of the illness.
“In states or areas where
it’s mandated, the risk

of transmission does go
down,” he said.
Vermont already has seen
lower transmission rates,
COVID cases and deaths
than many other states.
An article published in
The New York Times on
Tuesday said 21 states have
had recent COVID outbreaks so severe they were
in the “red zone” and 28
states were in the “yellow
zone” while only Vermont
is in the “green zone.”
H i l d e b r a n t s a i d Ve rmont’s success shouldn’t
See Masks, page A5

